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When one says "electrical contractor," an image of a worker donning a hard 

hat, rubber gloves and pair of pliers may arise. But the electrical services 

industry differs substantially across different sectors - commercial, 

industrial and residential - and faces a complex array of challenges and 

opportunities. Making the most of each new technological, economic or 

regulatory development, electrical contractors build solutions using a varied 

institutional toolbox. 

One such institution is the United States government. Last month, Congress 

passed an extension of tax credits for wind and solar power. According to 

Bloomberg New Energy Finance, the credits are expected to spur the 

creation of 37 additional gigawatts of renewable energy, enough for 8 million 

homes. 

The investment is expected to drive further solar panel construction in 

Silicon Valley. Cupertino Electric Inc. has performed engineering and 

installation work for solar projects large and small (but mostly large), 

including the photovoltaic system atop the Googleplex in Mountain View. 

John Curcio, CEl's chief commercial officer, said the passage of the tax 

credits is a "huge deal." He said he expects the demand for solar projects to 

dip slightly now that the rush to complete them is no longer necessary. 
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Aside from solar, Curcio said procuring workers for projects can be tough 

during economic boom times. "Right now, the big issue related to 

construction in the Bay Area is that we're at full employment," he said. 

"There is high demand for a skilled labor force at the moment." 

Much of that labor force is drawn from the ranks of the International 

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, a union that represents and trains several 

classes of electrical workers and apprentices. 

Sal Ventura, assistant business manager of IBEW Local 332, said Silicon 

Valley's demand for electrical workers may become problematic in spring, 

"when the work really busts open." As the economy improves around the 

country, more work will be available in more geographic areas, and the 

1,200-strong traveling worker pool that Silicon Valley contractors depend on 

could thin out. 

There are also new technological developments that make things easier for 

consumers and harder for electrical workers trying to stay current. 

"We're now having to deal with a new generation of low-voltage controls as 

the standard, and that takes some special training, because a lot of the 

products that come out are proprietary and require programming," Ventura 

said. 

For example, an office employee can swipe her workplace ID card to signal 

the lighting above her work area to turn on and her devices to begin 

charging. 

"The power for your cubicle will be made available and the equipment that 
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CALIF ORN IA-CERTIFIED 

ELECTRICIANS 
Current counts 
as o f  Jan. 7. 

IJll, Non-Residential 
Lighting: 325 

IJll, Voice, Dat a, 
Video: 711 

IJll, Fire/Life 
Saf ety: 2,015 • 

IJll, Residential: 810 ··· .. .. 
IJll, General: 28,987 
TOTAL: 32,848 

SOURCE: CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT 
OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - DIVISION 
OF LABOR STANDARDS ENFORCEMENT 

IBEW LOCAL 332 

ELECTRICIANS 
Cur r ent counts 
as of Jan. 7. 

Members: Local 
commercial/industr i al 
e lectr icians and 
apprentices 

Travelers: Workers 
who travel from ar ound 
the country to work on 
commercial or industrial 
projects in Santa Clara 
County 

SOURCE: SAL VENTURA, 
ASSISTANT BUSINESS 
MANAGER OF IBEW LOCAL 332 
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